Imagination and the creative urge

All children have it. Unbounded inventiveness and the need to make things. Playing is not something children do in their spare time, it is what childhood is all about! For play is learning, experimenting and finding out. It is not only natural, it is essential. It is the way children learn manual skills and develop their ideas.

The best toys are those which give children freedom to express themselves. That is why water, sand and clay make such marvellous playthings. LEGO is like that. A raw material for creative play. The bricks clip together so easily even a very young child will build with them ... and take them apart and build something new. Yet they offer such remarkable freedom of expression that older children (not to mention adults!) find them endlessly fascinating.

Every part in the whole LEGO System clips together with every other part so you can add to your collection knowing that everything will fit. Now and in all the years of creative play ahead.

Duplo for toddlers
- big bricks for very young children of 1–3 years not quite ready for proper LEGO but who already love building.

Basic Sets
- the very heart of the LEGO idea and the start of a good collection. From even the smaller sets children can build hundreds of different models.

Gear Wheels
- easy-to-use gears for hand or motor powered models which really work.

Big Cars
- big, sturdy models with steering, opening doors and other special features which make them as much fun to play with as to build.

Legoland
- a whole collection of buildings and vehicles all to one scale. Each one a toy in its own right or a part of a whole LEGO town.

Trains
- the only trains you can build yourself and re-build the way you want them.

Dolls House Furniture
- ideal additions to a girl’s LEGO collection enabling her to furnish her own dolls house.
LEGO Duplo

Designed specially for toddlers of 1–3 years as an ideal introduction to creative building. Duplo bricks are made big for small fingers and are easy to clip together and take apart. They fit together with ordinary LEGO so they can still be used in building LEGO models in the years to come.

With LEGO Duplo, creative play for boys and girls can start when they are only 12 months old.

- 510 – 60p big bricks only
- 512 – £1.15 with wheeled trolley
- 513 – £2.20 with 2 wheeled trolleys
- 514 – £1.65 with arches and half bricks.

New for Easter

Duplo Bag – £5.95 bag of bricks
Basic Sets

Basic Sets are the heart of the LEGO idea. With 8 sizes to choose from and each with a balanced selection of bricks to give the widest possible variety of models, they are the best way to start your LEGO collection.

Every box is covered with pictures showing ideas for models built from the set. But any child will build hundreds more of his or her own design.

011 – £1.10
022 – £1.50
033 – £2.05
044 – £2.95
055 – £3.95
066 – £5.15
070 – £6.15
088 – £11.30

Super set with motor
Can you imagine a magic box in which 3 year old Jimmy can find the toy of his heart’s desire ... and so can 7 year old Susan ... and 12 year old Michael? All from the same box? Impossible? Yet a big Basic Set does exactly that, for LEGO keeps abreast of a child’s ability, always ready to do what he wants. As simple as can be or as complex as he can make it. That is the secret of LEGO’s success.

794 - 60p
Storage box,
Yellow, Blue, Red, White

220 - 10p
LEGO Playbook
Gear Wheels

Gear wheels make all sorts of exciting models which actually work, either by hand or by motor. Yet they are so simple to use even a 4 year old can have fun with them and an older child will be absorbed for hours on end. No fiddley grub screws. No screw-drivers. Just a simple push-fit. Yet what marvellous opportunities for new sorts of models they open up! Building instructions are included in all gear wheel sets.

800 – £5.15
Gears, motor and bricks
801 – £2.25
Gears and bricks
802 – £1.05
Gears only
The LEGO Motor

If you can make your LEGO models go; your lorries drive; your engines work, then suddenly playing with LEGO becomes even more exciting. The LEGO motor and its battery box are made just like big LEGO bricks. Clip them together and they work. As easy as that! Or you can connect them by a lead to give you remote control.

So simple!

So strong too. A really powerful 4-wheel drive. Change the tyres for caterpillar tracks and build a tank that will climb steep slopes and go over obstacles. Swap road wheels for train wheels or even gear wheels if you have them and make machines driven by LEGO power.

There is no end of fun when you have a LEGO motor.

103 – £2.95
Complete motor set
140 – £5.05
Bricks’n Motor set
The Big Cars

Big, sturdy models, fun to build from the easy-to-follow instructions and fun to play with too. They have all sorts of special features like front-wheel steering, opening doors, tippers, ladders, bulldozers etc.

313 - £1.30
London 'bus
371 - 90p
Tipper truck
372 - £1.00
Tow truck
374 - £1.20
Fire Engine
376 - £1.85
Low loader with excavator
377 - £1.90
Low loader with crane
378 - £1.25
Tractor and trailer - New in July
379 - £1.25
Car and caravan - New for Easter
Legoland Cars

Legoland cars are tiny. They have to be in scale with the Legoland houses. But you build them from bricks that fit any other LEGO bricks. There are lots of cars in Legoland and every year there are new models to choose from... excavators with hinged shovels, fork lift trucks, police cars. All sorts of exciting things. There’s an aeroplane in Legoland too.

All Legoland boxes have building instructions in them.

- 604 - 34p Excavator
- 605 - 34p Taxi
- 606 - 34p NEW Tipper lorry
- 609 - 34p NEW Aeroplane
- 640 - 57p Fire engine
- 642 - 57p Double excavator
- 643 - 57p Mobile crane
- 648 - 57p Service station
- 649 - 57p NEW Low loader with excavator
- 650 - 57p NEW Car with trailer and racing car
- 651 - 57p NEW Breakdown lorry and car
- 652 - 57p NEW Fork lift truck and trailer
- 681 - 88p NEW Low loader with 8 wheel excavator
- 682 - 88p NEW Low loader with tractor
- 684 - 88p NEW Low loader with fork lift truck
Legoland Houses

Of course Legoland must have houses — and a fire station and a garage etc. Each house is a toy in itself, but if you have several and Legoland cars too, well then you start to have a real Legoland of your own and that is even better. All the houses have building instructions, but of course you can change the design if you like, or add houses built from your Basic Set, for all LEGO bricks fit together. Legoland is not just for boys, nor only for girls. It is for all children.
Once you start building your own Legoland you need never be at a loss when someone asks you what you would like for your birthday, or for Christmas. If it is to be a small present then another Legoland car is always needed, otherwise what could be better than another Legoland house.
Trains

Playing trains is so much more fun when you have built the trains yourself. You can follow the instructions in the box or design your own. One train set, complete with motor, also has signals which automatically stop the train and then release it when set at ‘go’. There are shunting switches too which automatically shunt the trains to and fro.

Another set is a push-along model without motor. But it is easily adapted to take a motor if you have one already or are given one later. You can add extra rails, points and crossings from the accessory packs and build bridges and stations from your Basic Set for a really splendid layout.

171 – £3.30
Complete train set without motor – New in April

181 – £7.50
Complete train set with motor, signals and shunting switch – New in April

128 – 90p
Mobile crane

150 – 55p
Straight rails

151 – 55p
Curved rails (half circle)

154 – 75p
Rail points

155 – 55p
Rail crossings
Dolls House Furniture Sets

Girls too like to add to their LEGO collection, but they don't usually care for trains. So for them there are 3 room settings – kitchen, living room and childrens' bedroom. All three are beautifully detailed with cupboards and drawers that open, books, lamps, glasses and other realistic touches which any young home-maker will love. Each set is complete in itself, with easy-to-follow instructions, but the best game is to build a LEGO dolls house and fit the room settings into it, with connecting doorways and a window over the kitchen sink etc.

260 – £2.10
Living room
261 – £2.10
Kitchen
262 – £2.10
Childrens' room – New for Easter
Supplementary packs

When you need a few extra bricks to complete an important model, or some special thing like lettered bricks, lighting bricks, trees or road-signs, then the supplementary packs are just the thing. And at pocketmoney prices too!

- **400 - 31p**: 4 wheels, 2 axle bricks, towbar and baseplate
- **401 - 31p**: 2 large wheels, 2 axle bricks, 1 towbar
- **402 - 31p**: 3 turntables, 2 baseplates 4x8
- **431 - 16p**: SHELL Petrol Pump and Sign
- **429 - 16p**: 8 road signs 423 - 16p: 6 street lamps
- **434 - 31p**: 50 lettered bricks
- **437 - 31p**: 50 numbered bricks
- **433 - 31p**: 3 pairs of train couplings + 4 carriage wheels with two bearing bricks.
- **409 - 16p**: 36 slinbricks assorted sizes Red/White
- **416 - 16p**: 4 sixteens, 2 twenties Red, Blue/Yellow
- **414 - 31p**: 9 windows and a door Red, White
- **417 - 16p**: 5 cornerbricks Red/White, Blue/Yellow
- **418 - 16p**: 13 eights, Red, White, Blue, Yellow, Black/Clear
- **419 - 16p**: 15 sixes Red
- **481 - 16p**: 21 bevelled bricks Red, Blue
- **482 - 16p**: 22 bevelled bricks Red, Blue
- **483 - 16p**: Angle, valley and corner bricks Red, Blue
- **480 - 16p**: 14 bevelled bricks Red, Blue
- **485 - 16p**: 6 international flags
- **442A - 16p**: 8 stud lighting brick Red, Blue
- **445A - 31p**: 8 stud lighting brick Red, Blue
- **494 - 16p**: Fences and gate
- **906 - 50p**: 6 pairs opening doors and 5 hinges
- **995 - 90p**: Two 4 stud light bricks with colour filters and signs

---

**Baseplates**

- **700E - 16p**: Baseplate 10x20 studs Red, White, Blue, Yellow, Grey, Green
- **798 - 65p**: Pair of bases 32x24 studs
- **799 - 95p**: Baseplate 50x50 studs

- **426 - 16p**: 7 named beams
- **427 - 16p**: 8 pieces 2x8
- **428 - 16p**: 5 pieces 4x8
- **429 - 16p**: 4 pieces 6x8
- **430 - 16p**: 6 trees and bushes
LEGO spares

Available only from Spares Service Dept.
British LEGO Ltd., Wrexham, N. Wales.

As retailers are unable to carry a comprehensive range of
spare parts these items are offered as a direct service to
LEGO collectors.

Please send a crossed P.O. with your order.
Prices include post and packing.

S1 Baseplate with steering control tongue for big vehi-
cles. 12, 14 or 16 studs long overall. State which.
9p

S2 Steering column to fit all S1 bases.
9p

S3 Pair of 4 stud axle bricks, wheels and tyres for
Legoland cars.
14p

S4 Set of 4 standard tyres for 4 stud wheels.
9p

S5 Pair of caterpillar tracks for 4 stud wheels.
11p

S6 Set of 4 flanged drive wheels, rubber rim, and
notched axles for sealed motor.
14p

S7 Set of 4 rubber rims only for flanged drive wheels.
6p

S8 Set of 4 bushed to hold wheels in motor, for un-
sealed motors only.
14p

S9 Motor unit only, without wheels etc.
£1.65

S10 Battery case only.
72p

S11 Spare connector lead for all motors and lighting
bricks.
11p

S12 Building plate to fit over motor.
9p

S14 Spare bulb for 8 stud lighting brick No. 445A.
9p

S15 Spare 4 stud sealed lighting brick No. 995.
19p

S16 Pair of hinges.
14p

S17 Level crossing with barriers for LEGO trains.
45p

S18 Pole reverser plus trip posts. Clips under battery
box for automatic reversing of trains.
45p

S19 Pair of T.V. aerials.
9p

S20 Wheeled trolley for big Duplo bricks.
50p

S21 Two each of 4 sizes of axles for gear wheels.
15p

S22 4 stopper bushes for gear axles.
9p

S23 2 pairs of drive shafts to connect gears to motor
(notched and plain for both types of motor).
9p

S24 3 pairs magnetic couplings.
50p

S25 Pair of signals with automatic switch for motor.
£1.10

S26 Two 6x24 stud baseplates.
15p

S27 Two 6x16 stud baseplates.
13p

S28 2 pairs ball and socket couplings.
10p

British LEGO Ltd., Wrexham, N. Wales